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Abstract:
The 2023 general elections in Thailand are potentially the most consequential for this Southeast Asian nation in more than two decades. Ever since Thaksin Shinawatra’s party won a landslide victory in the 2001 general elections, Thai politics has been a struggle between Thaksin’s populist forces and the conservative establishment. The result has been repeated electoral victories by pro-Thaksin parties and a series of open or behind-the-scenes coups against them, most recently in 2014. But a strong showing by the pro-Thaksin and another opposition party, Future Forward, in the 2019 elections and sustained youth protests in 2020-21, alongside criticisms of poor governance, put civilianized military rulers under growing pressure. How the pro-establishment and opposition parties performed at the polls as well as whether the 2023 election is likely to lead to the return to genuinely civilian rule, will be among the themes discussed by a panel of distinguished scholars of Southeast Asian politics.
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